(5 pts) Name:

(1 pt) At the beginning of his article, what game does Sniderman use as an example of breaking unwritten rules, and what rule does he propose breaking?

(1 pt) How do dolphins play water polo?

(1 pt) What game does Sniderman delve into his extensive personal experience with the “game-within-a-game” of courtesy and sportsmanship?

(1 pt) “Distinguishing between counting and not counting, between “______________” and “______________” is probably the single most basic skill a game player, fan, or official must possess.

(1 pt) What children’s game does he bring up as often tricking players by blurring the line between being “inside” and “outside” the game?

(1 pt) How are money and language similar to games, and how are they different?

(1 pt) What game mechanic in “Life is Strange” made the narrative scenario much more distressing for the author of the piece?